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1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND METHOLOGICAL  
 ASPECTS 
The study has been conducted as part of the SUSTIS project in order to benchmark sustainability prac-
tices extant in industries that share similar characteristics with shipbuilding industry. The information 
provided by this study is intended to be used during the mapping of sustainability arguments and even-
tual implementation of sustainability within the targeted company. 
Methodologically, the benchmarked industries were selected based internal communication be-
tween the members of the SUSTIS project starting from the needs of the main funder (the shipbuilder). 
The main criteria for their selection linked to the complexity of introducing sustainability: complex 
products, which require a great number of inputs into the production process and a complex network 
of suppliers, whose activities can pose risks for the company because of difficulty to control them (ex. 
child labor in non-Western countries). Some of the benchmarked industries also have a limited number 
of customers, who are able to pose conditions on features of the final product. Given these criteria, the 
main industries on which the study focuses are: constructions, automobile manufacturing, aircraft 
manufacturing, and vacation resorts. Sustainability management in cities was initially considered but 
dropped out during the process, due to the relatively different nature of cities: public ownership, mul-
tiple actors involved in the decision-making process at different hierarchical levels and the political 
nature of the decision-making process, which differs from commercial arguments in the private sector. 
The study could have included other similar industries but for reasons of space and available funding, 
the study limits to the above mentioned industries. 
The themes covered in this study emerged in a similar manner, in internal communication with the 
main funder. When considering the specific needs of the shipbuilder, several issues emerged as im-
portant and thus, are in the focus of this study:  
 What is done in other industries in terms of sustainability? 
 What are the drivers of sustainable actions? 
 How is the supply chain managed so that unsustainable practices in suppliers that cannot be 
controlled do not become a risk for the company? 
 What indicators are used to communicate sustainability in a holistic manner? 
 How sustainability is communicated to external stakeholders? 
 How the shipbuilder can build competitive advantage based on sustainability practices? 
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The structure of this report followed the themes identified as relevant for the shipbuilder company, 
departing from general, contextual issues, such as stakeholders and drivers of sustainability in bench-
marked industries and going into more detailed sustainability practices, such as supply chain manage-
ment and communication. 
In terms of the research process, the study proceeded with an investigation of academic studies 
available in the above mentioned industries. Among the keywords used were: sustainability, supply 
chain, sustainability drivers, arguments, reasons, indicators and reporting. The literature identified in 
this way provided several interesting case studies, theoretical frameworks for integrating sustainability 
into business practices and surveys on issues such as drivers for responsibility in some industries. 
However, these studies provided limited material, which did not cover systematically all the industries 
within the purpose of the study. Thus, the research process continued by looking at initiatives taken by 
leading companies in terms of sustainability as well as practical research undertaken by international 
associations in the targeted industries. Sustainability-focused pages of large companies and interna-
tional associations were scrutinized for identifying sustainability practices related to the themes cov-
ered in this study. While many case companies in the study are from large, international companies, 
when appropriate, some also include local, Finnish firms (for this reason, some of the images and tables 
quoted in this report are in Finnish). Additionally, several examples of sustainability practices originat-
ing from companies outside the targeted industries were included to give a different flavor of extant 
practices in the field. 
The findings of this study are reported mostly in a visual form, as this form of presentation was 
desired by the shipbuilding company. 
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2. SUSTAINABILTY CONTEXT TO BENCHMARKED  
INDUSTRIES – MAPPING STAKEHOLDERS AND  
THEIR EXPECTATIONS 
2.1 Construction industry 
In the construction industry, sustainability stakeholders differ along the lifecycle of the construction 
process. In the pre-construction phase, local authorities and town planner appear to have a prominent 
role, since they are the ones deciding whether the construction is needed or not and the specific re-
quirements to be met by the constructor. Frequently, the public sector at this stage plays a role in 
setting sustainability targets, for instance how energy efficient a building should be, what systems for 
recycling should be in place etc. 
Customers can also be important at this stage, especially if they are contractors who buy the build-
ing and then sell or rent it to final consumers. For reasons of cost efficiency, they are interested in 
various operational performances, such as water and energy consumption, which are linked to sustain-
ability. 
In the construction phase, in addition to the stakeholders mentioned – who play a role in monitor-
ing compliance to requirements set in the pre-construction phase – local community and pressure 
groups can become important stakeholders, especially if the construction is not desired. Maintaining 
good relationships with these is important. 
In the post-construction phase, also end users are important stakeholders, as they too often ex-
pect good operational performance in the case of new buildings. In some cases, customers with green 
values can expect higher performances – reuse of grey water, green roof.  Figure 1 introduces the main 
stakeholders along the life-cycle of a typical construction project: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Stakeholders during construction project life-cycle. 
 
Stakeholders during construction project life-cycle
Pre-construction Construction Post-construction 
Customers 
Authorities & town 
planner 
 (aproval process) 
Investors/banks 
Customers 
Authorities  
(compliance) 
Supply chain 
Sub-contractors 
Employees 
Local community & 
pressure groups 
Customers 
End users 
Authorities 
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A similar perspective, which identifies stakeholders in different construction stages is offered in 
Figure 2, although the stakeholders differ a bit from the previous picture: 
 
 
Figure 2. Stakeholders in different construction stages. Source: UNEP Sustainable Buildings and Climate Initi-
ative, 2014, Greening the Building Supply Chain, p. 11. 
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Implementing sustainability in the construction sector is a joint effort of different actors in the sec-
tor, ex. designers, capital providers, developers, engineers, contractors, materials and equipment sup-
pliers, agents, owners, as Figure 3 below indicates: 
 
 
Figure 3. Actors active in the construction sector. Source: UNEP Sustainable Buildings and Climate Initiative, 
2014, Greening the Building Supply Chain, p. 18. 
 
Below, the stakeholders of two sustainability leaders in the construction industry are introduced, 
after which a more nuanced perspective on stakeholders is presented in the context of a construction 
project in Sweden. 
2.1.1 Skanska 
Skanska is a major international player in the construction industry and one of the leading companies 
in terms of sustainability. The main stakeholders that Skanska identified are the following: 
   - Customers 
   - Employees  
   - Suppliers 
   - Business partners 
   - Local communities  
   - Investors  
   - Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
   - Governments 
   - Media 
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While in its external communication Skanska extensively discussed various topics relevant for 
stakeholders, stakeholders’ concerns are not identified on their web section of sustainability neither in 
their sustainability reports. Some details on stakeholder expectations are introduced in the case of each 
building constructed. These details are communicated in documents entitled “Case studies” available 
on their web pages. A more holistic view on stakeholders’ concerns for the entire company is, however, 
not clearly outlined. 
2.1.2 Senaatti 
Senaatti is a state owned company in Finland, which is well known for its responsible practices.  The 
main stakeholders identified by Senaatti are visualized in Figure 4: 
 
 
Figure 4. Senaatti’s stakeholders expectations are well communicated and are introduced below: 
 
The expectations of Senaatti’s main stakeholders are presented below: 
1. Customers (state administration, end users, other customers): safety, healthy, productive 
spaces; guidance on sustainable use of spaces; energy efficiency; reducing impact on climate 
change 
2. Suppliers of services and materials (around 3800 suppliers): long-term relationships, trans-
parency, impartiality 
3. Officials (EU, Finnish state, local administration, land owners, neighborhoods): legal compli-
ance, employment provider, tax payer, open dialogue 
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4. Senaatti owners (Parliament, Government, Ministry of Finance): achievement of social and en-
vironmental goals, preserving cultural values 
5. Employees (300): competitive salaries, career development possibilities, appropriate work 
spaces 
 
Source: http://yhteiskuntavastuuraportti2015.senaatti.fi/vuosi-2015/sidosryhmat/   
2.1.3 The case of a construction project for housing in the South of Sweden 
Stakeholders in the construction industry vary greatly from one project to another and from one coun-
try/region to another depending on the actors that are involved as well as who have decisional power. 
Below is the case of a housing construction project in the South of Sweden, which offers more insights 
into stakeholders’ dynamic in one construction project. It shows the complexity involved in the con-
struction field and the diverging interests of the actors involved in a project, which can greatly impact 
the development of a construction project. 
 
Project: Housing for senior citizens consisting of 60 apartments 
The project duration was 11 years, from 1988 to 1999 and the project had two distinct phases. The first 
phase was from 1988 to 1993 and consisted of two 9-storey buildings. This proposal was stopped be-
cause the permits to build were not granted, mainly because of influence from stakeholders who op-
posed the project and appealed against the municipal decision to grant it. In the second phase from 
1994 to 1999, the project changed to consist of five 5–6 storey buildings, which were a less controver-
sial proposal. In 1998 the permit to build was granted and construction on site began in the same year. 
The main concerns from opposing stakeholders were that the new development would negatively af-
fect the living conditions of surrounding houses and that the site of the proposed development had 
some intrinsic cultural value. Seven external stakeholder groups could be identified in the project: 
 
1. The municipality (grants local building permits in the formal planning process). 
2. The county administrative board (the first instance of appeals in the formal planning process). 
3. The national government (the last instance of appeals in the formal planning process). 
4. Residents in the vicinity (perceived themselves to be negatively affected by the project). 
5. Interest group for the preservation of the historical city image.  
6. Interest groups for senior citizens (spokesperson for the future tenants). 
7. The media. 
 
Extract from Olander, S. (2007), Stakeholder impact analysis in construction project management, 
Construction Management and Economics, 25: 277-287. 
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2.2 Automobile manufacturing industry 
In automobile manufacturing industry, the key sustainability stakeholders were identified as: custom-
ers; employees & trade unions & potential employees; suppliers; policy makers; and NGOs (civil soci-
ety). Customers are interested in sustainability performance of the products (automobiles), especially 
fuel efficiency and emissions but also in safety and quality issues. Employees and their representatives 
are interested in employment issues (health and safety, human rights, diversity and skills) but also in 
business ethics and integrity, and legal compliance. Suppliers mostly expect automobile industry to 
address issues related to responsible supply chain, legal compliance and innovation. Policy makers 
look at legal issues but are also interested in environmental performance of the products. NGOs expect 
the industry to reduce operational impacts as well as to improve products’ environmental performance. 
Below, the sustainability practices of three major players in the automobile field are introduced. 
2.2.1 Ford 
For Ford, the main stakeholders are: employees, customers, dealers, suppliers, investors and commu-
nities but also government agencies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and academia (see Fig-
ure 5). 
 
 
Figure 5. Ford’s stakeholders. Source: http://corporate.ford.com/microsites/sustainability-report-2013-
14/blueprint-governance-stakeholder.html. 
 
While Ford has identified stakeholders’ concerns in detail using a materiality matrix (see section 
4.3), it does not provide details on what are the expectations of each category of stakeholders. 
The highest on stakeholders’ concerns ranks climate change, followed by: 
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 Water in three key areas: in local communities; from and on Ford operations; and from Ford’s 
product design decisions. All three of these issues were of the highest concern to Ford and 
external stakeholders. 
 Supply chain issues: sustainability of raw materials and the environmental and human rights 
performance of suppliers remained at the highest level of importance for Ford and other stake-
holders. In the 2012/13 analysis, a new category of supply chain issues was added relating to 
Ford’s approach to identifying and managing supply chain sustainability risks – including raw 
materials sustainability – and Ford’s process for promoting, assessing and remediating sustain-
ability performance among suppliers.  
 Vehicle safety moved down in importance to stakeholders to a medium level of concern but 
remained at the highest level of concern for Ford. 
 Sustainability strategy, management and governance also increased to the highest level of 
importance for non-Ford stakeholders, moving this issue to the “upper right” box on the mate-
rial issues matrix. 
2.2.2 Volvo 
For Volvo, the key sustainability stakeholders and their expectations are introduced below: 
1. Customers – are interested in product emissions, fuel efficiency and legal compliance 
2. Employees – interested in how Volvo addresses customer satisfaction, business ethics and  
integrity, and legal compliance 
3. Trade unions – issues related to health and safety, human rights, diversity and skills 
4. Potential employees: health and safety, energy efficiency, innovation and skills 
5. Suppliers – interested in responsible supply chain, legal compliance and innovation 
6. Capital markets (shareholders, investors, analysts):  financial performance, legal compliance, 
and customer satisfaction 
7. Policy makers: legal compliance, business ethics and integrity, and product safety and  
emissions 
8. NGOs: emissions (products), environmental impacts (operations) and societal engagement 
9. Academics and research partners: innovation, energy efficiency, emissions and skills 
2.2.3 Fiat 
The main stakeholders for Fiat are: 
1. Public institutions (government, local authorities, public agencies, regulatory bodies, institu-
tions and trade associations) - are interested in compliance with standards on safety, quality 
and environmental impacts 
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2. Employees – interested in transparent communication, safe and healthy work environment, re-
warding system, training and professional development, diversity, inclusion and respect for hu-
man rights 
3. Trade unions: dialogue on employment issues 
4. Dealer and service network: competitive products and transparent information on them 
5. Customers: product quality, innovation, affordability and safety; emissions and fuel efficiency 
of the product; environmental friendly business processes 
6. Suppliers and commercial partners: sustainability practices in the supply chain; sustainability 
as criteria in purchasing decisions 
7. Local communities and NGOs: alternative fuels, alternative drive systems (ex. electric cars), 
safety, education and culture of sustainability in society. 
 
A ranking of the importance of sustainability issues for Fiat stakeholders, identified based on stake-
holder consultation events, are presented in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6. Significant sustainability issues for Fiat. Source: Fiat 2014 Sustainability Report, p. 133. 
2.3 Aircraft manufacturing industry 
In aircraft construction industry, the common stakeholders reported by companies operating in this 
industry are owners, customers, employees, suppliers and society.  
Customers are important since, similarly to shipping industry, there are a handful of producers and 
a relatively small number of aviation companies who buys for running commercial or military flights. 
Products are highly customized and customers have some power to decide the features of the products 
they buy. Since fuels are the biggest cost component of aviation companies and since fuel price has 
increased considerably in the last decade, customers expect higher fuel efficiency through technologi-
cal innovation. Customers (aviation companies) have also pressures from governments to reduce CO2 
emissions of their flights and transfer this expectation to the aircraft manufacturers. 
Society is also an important stakeholder. Especially state officials can put pressure on aviation 
industry, due to its major contribution to CO2 emissions, which is linked to climate change. Since there 
are climate change commitments at the state level, officials can request aviation industry to innovate 
its products in order to minimize CO2 emissions. 
Below, the stakeholders of two major players in the aircraft construction industry, Airbus and SAAB 
Group, are presented. 
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2.3.1 Airbus 
Airbus communicates its stakeholders and how the company adds value to each of them (see Figure 7 
below). 
 
Figure 7. Airbus stakeholders & duties to stakeholders. Source: Airbus 2014 Corporate Responsibility and Sus-
tainability Report. 
2.3.2 SAAB Group 
In the following paragraph, SAAB Group makes clear who its stakeholders are and what are their ex-
pectations of SAAB: 
“The sustainability issues that most stakeholders point to as especially important for Saab’s busi-
ness are zero tolerance for corruption and compliance with export regulations. Many also want to know 
more about how Saab works with environmentally sustainable innovations. Each stakeholder group 
also has expectations on Saab based on their particular interests. Customers and business partners 
expect Saab to offer cost-efficient solutions designed based on their needs. They want a relationship 
that can develop over time and that is based on mutual trust and a shared view of regulatory compli-
ance, international agreements and business ethics. Employees expect Saab to make use of their com-
petence and offer development opportunities. Owners and investors expect a consistent return and 
that Saab will be transparent in its communications with the capital market. Society as a whole ex-
19 
 
pects the business to be run in a responsible manner and contribute to security. This includes respon-
sibility for the environment and that Saab’s operations contribute to positive social development locally 
and globally.” 
In Figure 8, SAAB presents the forms of engagement with its stakeholders. 
 
 
Figure 8. SAAB forms of engagement with stakeholders. Source: SAAB Group - http://saabgroup.com/re-
sponsibility/stakeholders-and-dialogue/; emphasis added in the text. 
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2.4 Vacation resorts 
Vacation resorts depend on a number of stakeholders to continue their business. Customers are one 
significant stakeholders and their safety is one major concern. Local communities in which these re-
sorts operate are also important since there can be major social and environmental impacts on a local 
level. Employees feature high on sustainability issues because of industry’s poor reputation on grey 
employment and inappropriate practices related to wages and treatment of employees. 
The range of stakeholders are, however, broader, as the case of TUI Group indicates. While on the 
website TUI group dedicate the section on stakeholders mostly to discuss how local communities’ 
needs are addressed and what actions are taken to meet the requirements of local communities, the 
sustainability report provides more details on stakeholders in this industry (see Figure 9). 
 
 
Figure 9. TUI stakeholders and means of engagement with stakeholders. 
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3. DRIVERS OF SUSTAINABILITY 
Drivers for engaging with sustainability actions vary greatly from an industry to another and from a 
country/region to another. As explained on http://www.sustrana.com/sustainability, the main drivers 
for a business to engage in sustainability are one or a combination of the following: 
 Customers are demanding it  
 Competitors are doing it 
 Investors are asking about it 
 The CEO is interested in it 
 Employees (current and prospective) care about it 
 A new market demands it 
 A growing perception that risks, such as resource scarcity, waste, climate change, conflict 
minerals, or supply chain management, impact business, now or in the future. 
 
Below, we elaborate on the key drivers of the industries included in this report. 
3.1 Construction industry 
Construction industry has compelling reasons to implement sustainability practices within its opera-
tions. At least when it comes to environmental aspects, constructing green building makes good busi-
ness sense because increasing efficiency in terms of water, energy and materials consumption is seen 
in the bottom line of the constructing company and the users of a building. In addition, customer de-
mand is also a key driver. Especially when the customer is a state-owned company, in many Western 
countries there are regulations requiring sustainability practices in state-owned buildings. 
3.1.1 Key drivers worldwide 
According to a study from 2013, the key drivers for green building have changed over time (see Figure 
10). “The right thing to do” was apparently the most significant driver in 2008 but now the business 
case seems to play an important role. This is linked to numerous factors, such as: cost efficiency (lower 
operating costs), positioning a company on a market or gaining a competitive advantage (market de-
mand) or customers’ expectations (customer demand). Environmental regulation also increasingly has 
a role to play in driving green constructions. 
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Figure 10. Drivers for green building. Source: World Green Building Trends, SmartMarket Report 2013, p. 15. 
 
 
Some variation in the drivers for green building can be observed between different locations in the 
world (see Figure 11 and 12). 
 
 
Figure 11. Top three triggers driving future green building activity. Source: World Green Building Trends, 
SmartMarket Report 2013, p. 16. 
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Figure 12. Most important environmental reason for building green. Source: World Green Building Trends, 
SmartMarket Report 2013, p. 18. 
 
There are regional differences in drivers for sustainability and the sections below provide insights 
into the key drivers of different regions in the world. 
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3.1.2 Australian housing builders & developers 
In Australia, developers, customers and state regulations seem to be significant drivers for green 
building (see Figure 13 and 14). 
 
Figure 13. Drivers for ecological sustainable design (ESD) in Australia. Source: Crabtree, L. & Hes, D. (2009), 
Sustainability Uptake in Housing in Metropolitan Australia: An Institutional Problem, Not a Technological 
One, Housing Studies, p. 212. 
 
 
Figure 14 Drivers for green building in Australia. Source: World Green Building Trends, SmartMarket Report 
2013, p. 15. 
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The some studies suggest that there are also obstacles in implementing sustainability in the con-
struction sector, at least in the case of Australia (see Figures 15 and 16). 
 
Figure 15.Barriers to ecological sustainable design in Australia. Source: Crabtree, L. & Hes, D. (2009), Sus-
tainability Uptake in Housing in Metropolitan Australia: An Institutional Problem, Not a Technological One, 
Housing Studies, p. 213. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Barriers to green building in Australia. Source: Crabtree, L. & Hes, D. (2009), Sustainability Uptake 
in Housing in Metropolitan Australia: An Institutional Problem, Not a Technological One, Housing Studies, p. 
214. 
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3.1.3 South-African constructors 
Green building is at a premature stage in South Africa, with the public and the government showing 
little interest in the subject. The main drivers for constructors are the following: 
 Raising energy costs 
 Industry (Green Star) rating system 
 Operational cost savings 
 Marketing potential  
 The ability to charge higher rents 
 Healthy indoor air quality is almost unanimously considered unimportant 
 
The green accreditation provided by the Green Star rating tool has enabled developers to portray their 
buildings as green and therefore, gain a competitive advantage and a new marketing tool. The costliest 
aspect of green building is the ventilation system.  
Source: Windapo, A.O., 2014, Examination of green building drivers in the South African construc-
tion industry: Economics versus ecology, Sustainability, 6: 6088-6106. 
3.1.4 USA constructors 
In USA, the key drivers are: 
 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) green building rating system 
 An increase in green building council membership 
 Government, and private sector incentives 
 Strong government leadership 
 An expansion of state and local green building programs  
 Advances in the green building technology 
 
Source: Kibert, C.J. (2012), Sustainable Construction: Green Building Design; Wiley & Sons, Inc.: 
New Jersey, NJ, USA, 2012. 
3.1.5 New Zealand  
According to the New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC), industry rating system for green 
buildings played an essential role in boosting sustainable investments in the field (see Figure 17). Var-
ious business-related reasons, such as competitive advantage or reducing costs were also important 
drivers. 
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Figure 17. Drivers of green building in New Zealand. Source: Bond, S. and Perrett, G., 2011, The key drivers and 
barriers to the sustainable development of commercial property in New Zealand, p. 57. 
 
 
According to the same study, low customers’ interest in sustainability is one of the key barriers in 
developing green building. Other barriers can be observed in Figure 18. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Barriers to sustainable constructions in New Zealand. Source: Bond, S. and Perrett, G., 2011, The key 
drivers and barriers to the sustainable development of commercial property in New Zealand, p. 57. 
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3.1.6 European countries 
In the European context, the key drivers appear to be customers and the markey (source: World Green 
Building Trends, SmartMarket Report 2013, p. 16). European countries, especially Germany and Nor-
way put high emphasis on the marketing advantages of green because consumers and owners can 
make business decisions based on greenness. In United Kingdom, there are legislative drivers for sus-
tainable constructions, such as legislation on reduction of operational CO2 emissions: all new buildings 
should be 'nearly zero energy' by December 2020. However, there are also barriers to sustainable 
building in UK, as Figure 19 below indicates. 
 
 
Figure 19. Barriers to sustainable building in United Kingdom. Source: UNEP Industry and Environment, 2003, 
Drivers for sustainable construction, p. 27. 
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3.2 Automobile industry 
In automobile industry, there is strict regulation especially concerning environmental aspects and thus, 
legislation is seen as the key driver for sustainability. Regulations cover different issues depending on 
the region or country. For instance, in US there is an emphasis on conflict minerals (minerals extracted 
from various regions of the world in conditions of armed conflicts and human right abuses), while in 
Europe there is more environmental emphasis. Customers rank high as a driver, since customers are 
expecting fuel efficiency and a low level of CO2 emissions, due to tax reasons. Market opportunities 
drive sustainability innovations, especially new technologies to minimize environmental impacts, ex. 
electric cars, gas buses, hydrogen motors. Cost savings are important in terms of reducing the envi-
ronmental impacts of the construction site (water, energy, materials consumption) and the impacts of 
the cars during use (fuel consumption). 
Below, the key drivers identified in this industry in different parts of the world are briefly introduced 
in order to outline some regional differences. 
3.2.1 Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) 
AIAG is a not-for-profit association of professionals in the field of automotive industry: retailers, sup-
pliers of all sizes, automakers, manufacturers, service providers, academia, and government. 
AIAG identified the following key drivers for sustainability, although these are mostly US-driven: 
 governmental regulations on the use and management of chemicals in the production pro-
cess (cars should be free from hazardous chemicals) 
 legislation on the use of “conflict minerals” – car manufacturers have the obligation to 
check if minerals used in manufacturing process originated from mines under the control 
of armed groups in Central Africa and if so, to discontinue these sources of supply. 
 expectations from customers, governments, NGOs, stockholders to lower CO2 emissions 
 expectations to have good working conditions 
 
Source: https://www.aiag.org/corporate-responsibility  
3.2.2 European automobile producers 
In Europe, the main drivers were identified as: 
1. Regulatory pressures at national and regional level 
 
EU legislation regulating different aspects: 
 End-of-Life Vehicles Directive (2000): 95% recovery /reuse rate, 85% recycling rate 
 EU 2020 Directive 
 Euro 4 or 5 emission limit 
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National level: ex. legislation regarding reduction of COs emissions for meeting the targets of Kyoto 
protocol 
1. Customer demands 
2. Gaining a competitive advantage or opening a new market for a new product (ex. gas buses, 
hydrogen motors) 
3. Cost savings & reduction of resource consumption 
 
Sources: 1. Triebswetter, U. and Wackerbauer, J. (2008), Integrated environmental product inno-
vation and impacts on company competitiveness: a case study of the automotive industry in the region 
of Munich, European Environment, 18: 30-44, and 2. Martinuzzi, A. et al., 2011, CSR activities and im-
pacts of the automotive sector, RIMAS Working Papers, no.3. 
3.2.3 Chinese automobile producers 
Main drivers for sustainability innovations (especially environmental) are: 
 Regulatory pressures – the highest 
 Market pressures (competition with international competitors) - high 
 Pressures from customers and suppliers – not very high 
 Poor quality of air in China 
 Increase in material and oil consumption that makes China dependent on imports for car 
production 
 
Source: Zhu, Q., Sarkis, J. and Lai, K. (2008), Green supply chain management: pressures, practices 
and performance within the Chinese automobile industry, Journal of Cleaner Production, 15: 1041-1052. 
3.3 Aircraft construction 
Sustainability drivers in aircraft manufacturing industry are a combination of cost efficiency and regu-
lations: 
1. Fuel cost on the raise; dependency on oil-based fuels (there is need to reduce operational costs 
as fuel cost amount to 20-30% of these) and changing expectations of customers (expecting 
lower priced trips). 
2. Climate change and requirements to reduce CO2 emissions: 
 There are emerging standards related to environmental impacts, for example United Na-
tions’ specialized agency and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has prom-
ulgated international emissions and noise standards for aircraft 
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 There is no regulation or standard for aircraft emissions during cruise but there is strict 
regulation on emission control during taking off and landing at airports throughout the 
world 
 Governments’ pressure to reduce CO2 emissions 
3. Public pressure is low (due to low awareness of impacts of CO2 emissions). 
 
Source: Lee; J. and Mo, J. (2011), Analysis of Technological Innovation and Environmental Perfor-
mance Improvement in Aviation Sector, Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health, 8: 3777-3795. 
3.4 Vacation resorts 
For vacation resorts, there is an important business case especially for environmental performance 
since it brings significant resource savings. A number of other drivers are also introduced below: 
 
1. Cost savings (the strongest driver): 
 There is much emphasis on eco-efficiency (reducing consumption of inputs – water, en-
ergy, waste management and recycling) as a way to reduce costs and decrease environ-
mental impacts; 
 Especially after the financial crisis of 2008-2009, one of the most important driver is re-
ducing costs with utilities through eco-efficiency. 
 
2. Fiscal and economic incentives (ex. tax credits, cash incentives for achieving certification, low in-
terest loans etc.) offered by many governments, agencies and organizations around the world for en-
vironmental innovations and green buildings. 
 
3. Regulations on various aspects related to environment, safety, employment depending on country 
or region. 
 
4. Marketing, brand image as a response to (especially) younger generation, which appears to be 
more environmentally and socially conscious. 
 
5. Guest experience driven by better customer demand – better indoor air quality, thermal comfort, 
less noisy buildings. 
 
6. Employee retention: involvement in sustainability issues increases loyalty of employees. Employees 
are interested in a safe and sustainable work environment but also in the public image of their em-
ployer. 
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Sources: 1. Jones, P., Hillier, D. and Comfort, D, (2014), Sustainability in the global hotel industry, 
International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, 26(1): 5-17, and 2. Goldstein and K.A., 
Primlani, R.V., 2012, Current trends and opportunities in hotel sustainability, HVS. 
3.5 Other industries 
Procter & Gamble “Turn to 300” campaign is an example of business campaign undertaken in order 
to gain competitive advantage from sustainability. 
Procter & Gamble has positioned the Ariel brand as a low-temperature wash detergent across Eu-
rope since 2003. Ariel’s Coolclean technology is a formulation that performs optimally at lower wash 
temperatures, significantly reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. By simply 
turning the wash temperature down from 40°C to 30°C, UK field studies in 2006 showed a 41% re-
duction in washing machine electricity use. P&G’s “Turn To 30” UK marketing campaigns raised aware-
ness about climate change, persuading consumers to adopt a more sustainable washing practice. 
 
Benefits for consumers: 
 Meet consumer cleaning expectations 
 Aave consumer money by lowering electricity bills 
 
Environmental benefit: 
 Reduce domestic greenhouse gas emissions significantly 
 
Procter & Gamble benefit: competitive advantage from positioning the company as a socially and en-
vironmentally responsible actor. 
 
 
In order to be successful with mainstream consumers, it is essential to include relevant environ-
mental benefits successfully within a brand’s equity in order to create a proposition that appeals to a 
broad range of consumers. Successful brands must establish mainstream appeal by translating the 
sustainability benefit directly into a primary consumer benefit. This “benefit-led sustainability” ap-
proach overcomes one of the key limitations associated with marketing “ethical” or “green” products 
communicates simultaneously a performance and a sustainability message to the consumer. 
Source: Procter & Gamble. Building sustainability into the heart of a brand, World Business Council 
for Sustainable Development, Case Study 2008. 
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4. MANAGING THE SUPPLY CHAIN 
Implementing sustainability in the supply chain can be a sensitive issue because it intervenes in the 
long-term relationships developed over many years with suppliers and may require an entire rethinking 
of these relationships. However, making the supply chain sustainable is an inevitable development of 
modern businesses. According to research in the field, sustainability implementation in business has 
been done in several stages, which were mostly focused on a single firm. Currently, we are living a 
transition from the concept of “sustainable company” towards the “extended enterprise” philosophy, 
which means that sustainability is expected to be designed in partnership with business partners, both 
upstream and downstream. Remaining competitive in the market requires a proactive attitude towards 
new developments, such as the extended enterprise philosophy. 
The following sub-sections introduce best practices of managing the supply chain identified in the in-
dustries analysed in this report. In the aircraft construction, practices reported on the web sites or sus-
tainability reports of companies operating in this industry are presented in general terms and do not 
deal much with sustainability. For this reason, we do not report in this chapter about the aircraft con-
struction industry. 
4.1 Tools to work with suppliers in implementing sustainability 
Working with suppliers in implementing sustainability can be done using different tools, which are 
briefly introduced below. 
 
1. Codes of conduct are documents specifying ethical attitudes of employees and also clarifying 
how a company deals with problematic aspects, such as forced and child labor or violation of 
human rights. The document confirms the public that a company does not tolerate such prac-
tices in its operations and works towards eliminating them from all activities.  
        A company should first introduce a code of conduct for itself before working with suppliers 
in implementing codes of conduct for them.  
2. Certifications of activity and implementation of standards. These are normally introduced 
in a company’s own activity first and only after in suppliers’ practices.  
3. Training sessions and virtual platforms for increasing awareness among suppliers. 
4. Partnering with suppliers: for example common initiatives to better control the problems at 
the far end of the supply chain. 
5. For less significant suppliers: “vendor rating system” – implementing a system that assesses 
the sustainability performance of suppliers and selects them based on this performance. 
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Below, we introduce examples from various industries and their approach to implementing sus-
tainability in the supply chain. 
4.2 Construction industry 
Some tools used by the construction industry to manage suppliers’ chain are presented in Figure 20: 
 
Figure 20. Tools to manage sustainability in the supply chain of construction industry. Source: Adetunji, I., 
Price, A.D.F. and Fleming, P., 2008. Achieving sustainability in the construction supply chain. Proceedings of 
the ICE Engineering Sustainability, 161 (3), pp. 161–17. 
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4.3 Automobile industry 
4.3.1 Automotive Industry Action Group 
Automotive Industry Action Group is an international not-for-profit association representing various 
stakeholders in the automotive industry. In order to make the supply chain more sustainable the asso-
ciation has adopted two measures: 
 
1. A software (iPoint) has been developed at the level of the industry for the management of suppliers 
and materials used in the production process. The software integrates heterogeneous data sources, 
formats, standards, systems, platforms, services, stakeholders at the company level. iPoint’s integra-
tion programs support the company-internal and cross-company exchange of data and information.  
The software help master the different process steps: communication and data collection, data prepa-
ration/analysis/evaluation as well as the corresponding functionalities for reporting to stakeholders 
and relevant regulatory authorities. It also serves the communication between manufacturers and sup-
pliers. The framework of the software is introduced in Figure 21 below. 
 
 
Figure 21. Software framework for managing the supply chain in the automotive industry. Source: 
http://www.ipoint-systems.com/en/.  
 
2. The association has introduced the so-called AIAG Supply Chain Management initiatives at the in-
dustry level. They include guidelines, training and education and e-learning tools. For example, the 2016 
Supply Chain Summit was organized for AIAG members (see https://www.aiag.org/events/event-
list/event-details?EventCode=E16SUPPLY).  
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4.3.2 Volkswagen 
In 2003-2004, Volkswagen was involved in a joint project with an academic institution (the University 
of Oldenburg) with the purpose of making its supply chain sustainable. The project has produced a 
number of tools that Volkswagen implemented in its supply chain. These tools are presented below 
(see Table 1 for an overview). 
 
1. Early detection of supply related risks (“environmental and social radar”) 
This tool is intended to make it possible for Volkswagen to identify risks before they can produce ef-
fects on the company. It functions as follows: 
 It collects external information relevant to automotive industry using (1) internet inquiries; (2) 
expert panels; (3) media and specialized journalism screening; (4) contact to watchdog organ-
isations; (5) noting legal drafts; and (6) regular dialogues with NGOs; 
 Risks are identified based on the information collected; 
 Screened risks are passed on to suppliers to comply with. 
 
2. Suppliers’ selection 
Usually suppliers are selected on criteria such as products’ costs or quality. This tool introduced social 
and environmental performance as part of the criteria for selecting suppliers. Hence, Volkswagen im-
plemented a “supplier rating system”, consisting in having social and environmental criteria among 
other criteria used for selecting suppliers. In some cases, suppliers’ selection is based on the best social 
and environmental performance of products/services delivered to Volkswagen. If suppliers are in mo-
nopoly position, then the solution is to work with suppliers in implementing sustainability targets. This 
consists in setting targets to achieve, steps taken to achieve targets, setting timeline to achieve targets 
and checking results. 
 
3. Catalogue of sustainability requirements 
 It is a catalogue that specifies sustainability requirements. It was created by the company and 
passed on to suppliers to accept. 
 Catalogue requirements are based on international standards: ISO 14001 for the environmental 
dimension; SA 8000, AA 1000 for the social dimension. 
 
4. Monitoring suppliers 
 Regular inspections or visits to production sites of suppliers are planned; 
 Volkswagen has made a database with the environmental and social condition of its major 
suppliers, which is continuously monitored. 
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5. Training suppliers 
 An online supplier platform is available to suppliers. This platform contains information re-
lated to sustainability and technical support is provided to suppliers. 
 Seminar-type of training is organized regularly for suppliers. 
 
Table 1. Changes adopted by Volkswagen to implement sustainability in the supply chain. Source: Koplin, J., 
Seuring, S., Mesterharm, M. (2007), Incorporating sustainability into supply management in the automotive 
industry: the case of the Volkswagen AG, Journal of Cleaner Production, 15: 1053-1062. 
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The conceptual framework for integrating sustainability in the supply chain in the case of 
Volkswagen is introduced in Figure 22. 
 
 
Figure 22. Conceptual framework for integrating sustainability into supply chain at Volkswagen. Source: 
Koplin, J., Seuring, S., Mesterharm, M. (2007), Incorporating sustainability into supply management in the 
automotive industry: the case of the Volkswagen AG, Journal of Cleaner Production, 15: 1053-1062. 
4.3.3 Ford 
The supply chain in automotive industry is complex and includes multiple tiers of suppliers in a diversity 
of countries, which makes it difficult to control. Because of this complexity, Ford adopted a multi-di-
rectional approach in managing the supply chain, which combines various actions taken in different 
stages, as follows: 
1. Adoption of supply chain policy and Code of Conduct for employees and manufacturing facili-
ties inside Ford (which includes issues related to working conditions, human rights, child and 
forced labour etc.). 
2. Making a supply chain profile, which maps the suppliers and identifies risky countries where 
suppliers are located 
3. Working with suppliers in multiple ways (with a focus on suppliers in risky areas): 
 Training sessions 
 Gradually adopting Code of Conduct by suppliers 
 Working with suppliers to extend the adoption of Code of Conduct by their own suppliers 
 Assessing suppliers: third-party audits of suppliers in the first tier. The audits consist of a 
detailed questionnaire, a document review, factory visits, and management and employee 
interviews, and are conducted by external, qualified social auditors. Audits focus on: emer-
gency preparedness and response; working hours; and occupational safety. 
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4. Working with other automakers to identify and reach suppliers in the industry (a working group 
was initiated within the Automotive Industry Action Group). 
5. Rewarding compliant suppliers. 
 
The supply chain profile of Ford can be seen in Figure 23, while Figures 24, 25 and 26 provide more 
details on how Ford work with its suppliers in order to make the supply chain more sustainable. 
 
 
Figure 23. Ford supply chain profile. Source: Sustainability Report 2013/2014.  
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Figure 24. How Ford works with suppliers. 
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Figure 25. Implementing different goals in the supply chain of Ford. 
 
Figure 26. Motivating suppliers: awards for good practices. Source: Sustainability Report 2013/2014. 
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4.3.4 Chinese automobile 
To manage supply chain, monitoring of suppliers is performed also in the Chinese automobile industry. 
First, environmental information is collected from suppliers in order to evaluate their environmental 
performance. Second, a database of environmental situation is maintained for main components of the 
product. 
Source: Zhu, Q., Sarkis, J. and Lai, K. (2008), Green supply chain management: pressures, practices 
and performance within the Chinese automobile industry, Journal of Cleaner Production, 15: 1041-1052. 
4.4 Vacation resorts 
While many tools are used by different vacation resorts, a comprehensive framework to manage sus-
tainably the supply chain was suggested in academic literature by Schwartz et al. (2008) and is pre-
sented in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2. Sustainable supply chain 
management framework for tourism 
industry. Source: Schwartz, K., Tap-
per, R. and Font, X. (2008), A sus-
tainable supply chain management 
framework for tour operators, Journal 
of Sustainable Tourism, 16(3): 298-
314. 
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4.5 Case studies from other industries – how different companies manage 
their suppliers 
4.5.1 Kinnarps  
Kinnarps is an office furnishing company and Figure 27 introduces how it deals with its supply chain in 
terms of sustainability. 
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Figure 27. Sustainable supply chain at Kinnarps. Source: http://www.kinnarps.com/en/International/Interi-
orSolutions/Sustainability  
4.5.2 Paulig 
Paulig is a coffee producer company and Figure 28 presets the system in use in this company for track-
ing the origin of the raw materials provided by the suppliers. 
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Figure 28. Tracking raw materials in the supply chain of Paulig. Source: http://www.paulig.com/en/respon-
sibility/reporting/corporate-responsibility-report-2014/a-reliable-network-of-partners-builds  
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5. MEASURING AND COMMUNICATING  
 SUSTAINABILITY 
Communication of sustainability varies greatly from a company to another. There are some common 
features that are shared by companies in the same industry in the sense that certain issues are highly 
relevant for an industry and need to be measured and communicated by all companies in the sector. 
For example, aviation industry is highly concerned with CO2 emissions. In this report, the focus will be 
on commonalities for industries that are reviewed here. 
Additionally, there are certain aspects that are common to companies in all industries and which a 
company can choose to report or not and it can do it in various degrees. Such issues are for instance: 
engagement with stakeholders, employees’ wellbeing and satisfaction, customer satisfaction, contri-
bution to local community etc. These aspects are excluded from the general characterization of an 
industry but are included in individual cases of companies. 
5.1 Identifying relevant sustainability indicators 
Criteria for selection of sustainability indicators 
Relevant indicators to report on can be identified in several different ways. The table 3 below intro-
duces criteria that can be used to assist in defining what is relevant to measure and report for a com-
pany:  
Table 3. Criteria to consider in the selection of sustainability indicators to report about to the stakeholders. 
Inspired by: Moldan, B.; Janousková, S. and Hák, T. (2012), How to understand and measure environmental 
sustainability: Indicators and targets, Ecological Indicators, 17: 4-13. 
 
Criteria for indicators’ 
selection 
Details 
Reporting standards 
(ex. Global Reporting 
Initiative) 
Based on indicators suggested by reporting standards. 
Stakeholders’  
expectations 
Dialogue with stakeholders is carried out and major concerns are identi-
fied; indicators are developed to measure these concerns. 
Official policy targets 1. EU 20-20-20 target (20% reduction in greenhouse gases, 20% share 
of renewable energy resources, 20% increase in energy efficiency) 
2. Millennium Development Goals 
3. EU Sustainable Development Strategy 2015 
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Major impacts Ex. aviation industry: eco-efficiency, especially fuels consumption and 
CO2 emissions 
Focused selection of 
indicators 
Selection of some unique indicators, which underlie the specificity of the 
product/service. ex. large sustainable cities are not known for a com-
prehensive approach to sustainability but rather for something unique, 
ex.: public transportation system (Bogota, Colombia), green energy 
used inside the city (Munich), CO2 measurement & planning (Copenha-
gen) etc. 
 
Below, some relevant aspects for the industries analysed here in terms of reporting and communication. 
5.2 Construction industry 
Construction industry is communicating sustainability in different ways. The focus is on operational 
impacts during the construction process and on the performance of buildings in the post-construction 
phase. Issues relating to environmental performance, especially eco-efficiency are highly relevant for 
the construction industry. These refer to water and energy consumption, waste and recycling, and ma-
terials used (safety, origins of materials, quality). Usually, reducing their consumption makes good 
business sense for the construction company and for customers and end users also. For this reason, 
high attention is paid to eco-efficiency aspects. CO2 emissions and impacts on biodiversity due to re-
shaping of local landscape are also important for the industry. 
In terms of social issues, employees’ safety during the construction process is one of the key issues 
due to high incidence of injuries in the industry. Grey work is another important aspect because con-
struction companies frequently use grey labor in their operations. Supply chain and the origin of raw 
materials used in construction is another issue that responsible companies try to take into account. 
From a consumer perspective, the building is important in terms of healthy and safe environment to 
live and work in. 
In general, the construction sector is not well developed in terms of sustainability practices. How-
ever, there are several worldwide companies that pioneered in terms of sustainability and actively com-
municate their sustainability actions. To make their practices credible to the public, these companies 
have used recognized international sustainability certifications, such as: 
1. Green Seal 
2.  US Green Building Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) – used espe-
cially in construction industry and hotel industry 
3. “GreenLeaders” from TripAdvisor – the world largest travel site 
 
Below some examples of sustainability topics and forms of communication in the construction indus-
try. 
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5.2.1 Skanska 
Skanska appears to select its indicators on the criteria of company’s major impacts on environment 
and society (see Table 4). Eco-efficiency indicators play a key role, especially in assessing the environ-
mental performance of the construction site and of buildings in their operational lifetime. Skanska re-
ports also on social issues, especially safety and engagement with local communities (ex. employing 
local people, disadvantaged population). 
Table 4. Sustainability reporting at Skanska. 
 
Forms of  
reporting 
Topics & indicators Attractive forms of reporting 
Website  
section on 
sustainability 
Focus areas: 
1. Safety - indicators: lost time accident rate,  
Executive Site Safety Visits; safety awards 
2. Ethics: ethics vision; activities in ethics 
3. Green:  
-policy & strategy 
- ISO 14001 standard 
- energy: efficiency; substitutions of fossil fuel 
with renewable energy 
- CO2: carbon footprint; green strategic indica-
tor; carbon initiatives 
- materials: resource efficiency, hazardous ma-
terials, sustainability of materials, local suppli-
ers 
- water: efficiency, recycle & reuse, substitu-
tions of potable water for alternatives 
- local impacts 
4. Community investment 
5. Diversity & inclusion 
Sustainability awards 
Sustainability case studies 
Stakeholders 
Case studies (story of buildings 
- 4-5 pages length) and numer-
ous practical examples 
(see section 6.4.1) 
 
Skanska color palette 
(see section 6.4.2) 
Annual sus-
tainability  
report 
(2015) 
The same focus areas as on the web. 
 
 
Sustainability 
related publi-
cations 
- Green Urban Development Reports (material, 
water, carbon) 
- Green Thinking book 
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5.2.2 Senaatti 
Senaatti reports about sustainability on its web pages. It also has a dedicated section inside the annual 
report, which is available in interactive form in Senaatti’s web pages. 
Indicators that are used appeared to be selected based on major impacts of the construction work 
(as introduced at the beginning of 4.2). The company has also used GRI (Global Reporting Initiative – 
a widely known international reporting framework), which means that some indicators have been 
adopted from GRI. Table 5 give information on reporting at Senaatti. 
Table 5. Sustainability reporting at Senaatti. 
 
Forms of reporting Topics & indicators Attractive forms of  
reporting 
Website section on 
sustainability 
Focus areas: 
Ethical principles 
Social responsibility 
Environmental resp. 
Economic resp.  
(brief narrative sections) 
 
Web-browsed sus-
tainability report (as 
part of annual re-
port) 
(2015) 
Focus areas: 
1. Environment: energy, water, CO2, con-
taminated areas, waste, biodiversity, im-
pacts from construction work 
2. Työympäristö: aesthetics, safety, indoor 
air 
3. Vastuulliset hankinnat 
4. Henkilöstö: equality, employees distribu-
tion on age, gender etc. 
 
Use of color coding 
(see section 6.4.2) 
5.3 Automobile industry 
The automobile industry is communicating on the following sustainability aspects.  
1. Environmental issues are really important, especially when it comes to emissions and fuel effi-
ciency of the final product. Operational environmental performance of the manufacturing sites is com-
municated in terms of water, energy and materials consumption, and waste and recycling. Environ-
mental performance of suppliers is also monitored and communicated. Related to environmental per-
formance, technological innovation is really important and automobile companies are reporting on 
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their efforts to innovate products in order to reduce CO2 emissions and make fuel consumption more 
efficient. 
2. Social issues: safety and quality of vehicles are reported with priority but also safety during 
manufacturing process is communicated. Labor in supply chain is another important aspect due to a 
diverse and complex network of suppliers, whose activities are difficult to control. 
Ford 
Ford reports on a variety of sustainability issues, some of which relate to specificity of the automobile 
industry (fuel efficiency, CO2 emissions). Ford follows GRI reporting framework and therefore, many 
indicators are pre-defined by this standard. Below, in Table 6, some aspects and indicators used by 
Ford in its reporting. 
Table 6. Sustainability reporting at Ford. 
 
Forms of reporting Topics & indicators Selection of indicators 
Sustainability report 
2014 
1. Code of conduct, human rights and cor-
ruption 
2. Employees: satisfaction, training, turno-
ver, fair compensation, diversity, work-life 
balance 
3. Occupational health & safety: H&S stand-
ards, safety program, initiatives of preven-
tion 
4. Stakeholder engagement: materiality, rel-
evant topics for stakeholders 
5. Customers: vehicle quality & safety 
6. Sustainability in dealer and service net-
work. training for the network; reducing en-
vironmental impacts of the network 
7. Suppliers: supply chain standards; sup-
plier assessment process; labor practices 
8. Trade unions 
9. Communities 
10. Product innovation 
GRI 
Probably based on major 
impacts 
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5.4 Aircraft construction 
Aircraft construction industry is largely concerned with operational impacts of their products and 
among these, the specific focus is on emissions into air, since the industry is considered to be have an 
impact on climate change. Thus, environmental indicators are especially relevant but the industry also 
reports on social aspects, such as safety of their products. Below, some examples of how specific 
companies communicate sustainability. 
5.4.1 Airbus 
Airbus reports on environmental performance of their aircrafts during flights, but also on environmen-
tal impacts during the construction process. Linked with environmental performance, Airbus reports 
on technological innovation, since this is essential for reducing the amount of emissions. 
Some examples of indicators used are reported in Table 7. 
Table 7. Sustainability indicators used in Airbus reporting. 
 
Forms of 
reporting 
Topics & indicators Selection of indicators 
Website section  
on CSR 
KPIs: 
1. Environmental (cumulated for 
all production sites): energy, air 
emissions (CO2, VOC, NOx, 
SOc), waster, waste 
2. Social: workforce; full time & 
part time employees; employees 
by age, gender. 
3. GRI indicators 
Probably based on major impacts of 
the company & GRI 
 
Part of KPIs is externally audited. 
 
Most production sites have ISO 14001 
or EMAS certification 
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Picture 29 gives several examples of how operational performance at construction sites is reported 
at Airbus. 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Reporting on operational performance at Airbus. Source: Airbus 2014 Corporate Responsibility and 
Sustainability Report, p. 34. 
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There are several attractive forms of reporting at Airbus, which are introduced below. 
 
1. Target-oriented reporting refers to setting certain sustainability targets and reporting the progress 
towards achieving them (see Figure 30). 
 
 
Figure 30. Target-oriented reporting at Airbus. Source: Airbus 2014 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainabil-
ity Report, p. 25. 
 
2. Reporting, in a visual form, key indicator(s) for the industry and how a specific product performs in 
this respect (here the case of fuel efficiency, noise and emissions) – see Figure 31 below. 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Visual form of reporting sustainability indicators at Airbus. Source: Airbus 2014 Corporate Respon-
sibility and Sustainability Report, p. 26) 
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5.4.2 Boeing 
Boeing reports sustainability on its webpage and opted to have separate reports covering environmen-
tal issues and citizenship (this one covers mostly issues related to employee programs, training and 
contribution to community). 
The environmental report discusses similar issues as in Airbus case but following a structured ap-
proach along the lifecycle of the manufacturing and use processes: 
 Design of products in a way that pays attention to environmental sustainability. Here tech-
nological innovation in order to reduce environmental impacts & negative effects of mate-
rials used in aircraft construction take a large space 
 Operational aspects of environmental performance at Boeing facilities, using indicators 
such as greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption, solid waste, hazardous waste, re-
cycling.  
 Use of products: environmental performance of aircrafts: fuel efficiency, CO2 emissions, 
biofuel 
 The end of product lifecycle: reuse and recycle of aircraft components; rehabilitation work 
for contaminated sites 
 
There are attractive forms of reporting at Boeing also, as exemplified below. 
 
1. Reporting, in a visual form, key indicator(s) for the industry and how a specific product performs in 
this respect (here the case of CO2 emissions) – see Figure 32. 
 
 
Figure 32. Visual form of reporting key indicators at Boeing. Source: Boeing 2015 environmental report, p. 19. 
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5.5 Vacation resorts 
The following indicators are frequently used to reporting sustainability performance of the hotel indus-
try: 
1. Eco-efficiency indicators related to consumption of water, energy, recycling and waste manage-
ment 
2. Employee issues: diversity and equality of opportunity, employees’ work/life balance, training 
and development, human rights (given problems with grey employment and low payment in the 
sector) 
3. Health, safety and security of customers – indicators of customer feedback and satisfaction 
4. Working with local community: charity and donations for helping poor communities 
 
Source: Jones, P., Hillier, D. and Comfort, D, (2014), Sustainability in the global hotel industry, In-
ternational Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, 26(1): 5-17 – based on an examination of 
sustainability reporting of top leaders in hotel industry. 
Below some examples from companies in the tourism field. 
5.5.1 TUI Group 
TUI uses mainly an operational approach to measuring and reporting sustainability. In its latest sus-
tainability strategy, TUI mapped the main activities in which it is involved and the main operational 
aspects linked to sustainability, for example reducing CO2 emissions from flights, greener hotels, more 
efficient cruises (see Figure 33 and 34). 
 
 
Figure 33.  Reporting operational performance at TUI Group. Source: Sustainable Holidays Report 2014, p. 16.
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Figure 34. Reporting sustainability at TUI Group. Source: Sustainability strategy 2015-2020, TUI Group, p. 7. 
5.5.2 Suncadia vacation resort  
Suncadia vacation resort is a spa resort in the mountains in North West of USA. Some of the indicators 
used in sustainability reporting are introduced in Table 8. 
Table 8. Sustainability reporting at Suncadia vacation resort. Source: http://www.suncadi-
aresort.com/about/environment-friendly-resort.  
 
Forms of reporting Topics & indicators Selection of indicators 
Website section on 
sustainability 
1. Awards received on environmental perfor-
mance (ex. Build Green Community) 
2. Land management (restauration work on 
damaged sites, conservation, open space) 
3. Buildings design and construction (use of Build 
Green rating system – 1 to 5 starts). Environmen-
tal indicators not provided but actions taken to-
wards usual environmental efficiency explained. 
4. Environmental initiatives: Destination Earth® 
Initiative 
no  
indicators 
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6. BUILDING COMPETITIVE EDGE 
“At present, the construction industry seems unaware of its potential  
to reshape demand through product redesign.” 
(UNEP Industry and Environment, 2003, Drivers for sustainable construction, p. 22) 
 
The current chapter is intended to show that sustainability can be used for competitive edge purposes. 
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 indicate that there is a business case that can be passed on customers and other 
business partners. For instance, section 6.1 shows that the design of a building directly impacts the 
productivity of the employees working inside the building. This means that in the shipbuilding industry 
the design of a ship have implications for the cruise members of the ship. Chapter 2 builds on extant 
evidence indicating that there are multiple benefits for a company to engage in sustainability-related 
issues. 
6.1 Sustainability in the design of a construction increases employees’ 
productivity, health and wellbeing 
A recent report from the World Green Building Council brings substantial evidence that the interior 
design of buildings is directly linked to the wellbeing and productivity of employees at work (see Figure 
35, 36 and 37). This means that taking into account various features of the interior design (such as 
ventilation, lightning, CO2 levels in the air, flexibility to adjust temperature) a company can directly 
improve the productivity of its employees. In the case of shipping industry, the way it designs the inte-
rior of the ship has direct effects on the productivity of the crew members of the ship. Figure 38 sug-
gests a number of indicators that can be used to measure the impact of building design on employees. 
This evidence can be used in building competitive gains. Section 6.2 elaborates on organizational 
benefits from engaging with sustainability. The last part of the chapter (section 6.4 and 6.5) provide 
two means that can be used to build competitive advantage. Section 6.4 is about communicating sus-
tainability in a way that can bring competitive benefits during the communication with customers. Sec-
tion 6.5 suggests that documenting the life cycle of the ship is a feasible way to make sustainability 
clearer for organizational members of the shipbuilding company and for its business partners. 
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Figure 35. The negative impact of improper design of buildings on employees. Based on findings reported in 
World Green Building Council (2014), Health, wellbeing and productivity in offices. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36. The positive impacts of sustainable building features on employees. Based on findings reported in 
World Green Building Council (2014), Health, wellbeing and productivity in offices. 
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Figure 37. The positive impacts of sustainable building features on employees. Based on findings reported in 
World Green Building Council (2014), Health, wellbeing and productivity in offices. 
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Figure 38. Indicators to measure the impact of building design on employees. Source: World Green Building 
Council (2014), Health, wellbeing and productivity in offices, p. 61. 
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6.2 Multiple benefits from sustainable actions 
Numerous studies indicate that there are benefits associated with engaging in sustainable actions, re-
gardless of the industry. Figure 39 and 40 below indicate some of these benefits, while there are studies 
focusing specifically on some particular issue, such as employee satisfaction or risk management. 
 
 
Figure 39. Benefits from engaging with sustainability (1). 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Benefits from engaging with sustainability (2). Source: Berns, M., Townend, A., Khayat, Z., 
Balagopal, B., Reeves, M., Hopkins, M.S., Kruschwitz, N. (2009), Sustainability and competitive advantage, 
MIT Sloan Management Review, 51(1): 19-26. 
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6.3 Forecasting trends that may affect the industry 
Looking at the specific needs of customers is important but may no longer be sufficient to forecast the 
future of one industry. The case below indicates that while Ford uses extensively market research to 
construct detailed customer profiles, it also looks at wider trends in society, which may not necessarily 
be related to its specific industry. However, these societal trends may impact greatly the industry in 
the future, reason for which Ford anticipates and uses them in designing future products in a way that 
builds competitive advantage. 
 
We know that we cannot predict the future. However, we can prepare for a broad range of possibilities 
through “futuring” exercises that help us to ensure we have robust strategies in place, whatever the future 
might bring. Therefore, in addition to product- and brand-specific market research, we have an office dedi-
cated to tracking shifts in social, technological, economic, environmental and political arenas. In 2013, we 
again made our global customer trends research public in “Looking Further with Ford”, a report revealing 
insights about consumer habits and behaviors expected to shape 2014 and beyond. This trends report lev-
erages years of research and collaboration with thought leaders from around the world. 
 
Examples: 
The Sustainability Blues: People are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of “going blue” as we 
are “going green,” and becoming more aware of sustainability challenges related to water, one of our most 
precious and pressured resources. In the last century, global water use per person has doubled, while global 
population has tripled, paving the road for serious issues with water scarcity. Today, one in seven people 
worldwide do not have access to quality drinking water. South America, South Africa and South East Asia 
are among the areas that suffer the most. Within the regions, women and children spend up to three hours 
a day seeking out water sources for their communities. In 2012, Ford announced a comprehensive water 
strategy based on an analysis of risks and opportunities throughout our value chain from environmental and 
social perspectives. As part of this strategy, we will reduce water-use-per-vehicle by 30 percent from 2009 
to 2015. 
The Old School Trend: In the face of political shifts, economic malaise and increasing pace of technological 
breakthroughs, some customers find themselves longing for the “good ol’ days” when things were seemingly 
kinder, gentler and simpler. Not surprisingly, products and experiences that evoke a sense of nostalgia or 
romantic view of the past do quiet well in the marketplace. For instance, when Ford revealed the 50th anni-
versary of the Ford Mustang we were delighted to discover it has some 5 million Facebook fans worldwide. 
Even in markets where the Mustang has never been sold, people were drawn in by its rich history and her-
itage. 
 
Source: http://corporate.ford.com/microsites/sustainability-report-2013-14/people-customers-
needs.html.  
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6.4 Competitiveness in communicating sustainability 
Sustainability can be communicated in a way that customers understand the value added of engaging 
in sustainability. Below are two examples. The first one refers to the use of individualized storylines for 
a product, a method which underlies the uniqueness of the product, which comes from its sustainability 
features. The second one indicates various means to communicate sustainability in a simple and at-
tractive way. 
6.4.1 Use of individualized storylines for products 
Storylines are already used in different industries to differentiate own products from other products on 
the market. The strategy consists in creating a unique story about a product, which emphasizes its 
originality and potentially some distinctive benefits for the user. Sustainability has been used as an 
original feature of different products. Below the case of Skanska building storylines. 
Skanska building storylines 
Skanska reports on its website numerous so-called “case studies” on sustainability of its buildings. The 
case studies present the 4-5 pages long unique story of the buildings, emphasizing: 
1. the construction phase: interesting aspects that relate to how it was constructed (e.g. using 
mostly local employment, local sources of raw materials or employing disadvantaged employ-
ees) 
2. operational stage of the buildings and the environmental aspects related to it (energy, water 
and heat consumption post-completion) and interesting aspects that make the building to be 
a model: ex. green roof, geothermal energy system 
 
The first page of one such case study looks as in Figure 41 below. 
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Figure 41. Skanska case study type of reporting. 
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6.4.2 Attractive forms of reporting 
The Skanska Color Palette™ 
Color palette is a communication tool developed to measure company performance in achieving cer-
tain sustainability targets. Colors are set for different levels of sustainability and the current situation 
is reported based on its corresponding color. The significance of each color is explained below (source: 
Skanska web site): 
Vanilla – The construction process and/or product performance is in compliance with law, regulations, 
codes and standards. 
Green – The construction process or product performance is beyond compliance, but not yet at a point 
where what is constructed and how it’s constructed can be considered to have near-zero impact. 
Deep Green – The construction process and our product performance has a near-zero impact on the 
environment and thereby Future Proofs our projects. 
 
 
Figure 42. Skanska color palette 
 
What does Deep Green look like? 
Deep Green is defined by 6 zeros that relate to the priority opportunities for reduction of the environ-
mental impact of our projects, i.e Energy, Carbon, Materials and Water. These zeros are: 
   - net zero primary energy 
   - near zero carbon in construction 
   - zero waste 
   - zero hazardous materials 
   - zero unsustainable materials 
   - net zero water for buildings and zero potable water for construction in civil/infrastructure 
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Example of color palette use: 
 
 
Source: case study Entré Lindhagen, Sweden - http://skanska-sustainability-case-studies.com/in-
dex.php/latest-case-studies/item/212-entr%C3%A9-lindhagen-sweden.  
 
Senaatti color coding  
Color coding is a communication tools to inform stakeholders on progress towards sustainability goals. 
Sustainability issues are given a color according to the ability of the company to achieve its previously 
set targets. Below, green color is given for targets achieved, yellow for targets achieved in part and red 
for targets not yet reached (Table 9). 
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N:o Ohjelma Pitkän aikavälin tavoite Katso miten  
onnistuimme 
vuonna 2015 
 
1 Energian kulutuksen vähentä-
minen Senaatti-kiinteistöjen 
ylläpitämissä kohteissa 
Vuoden 2016 loppuun mennessä -6 
% vähennys vuoden 2010 tasosta 
> Energian ja ve-
denkulutus 
 
2 Kestävän rakennuttamisen 
prosessin uudistaminen 
Ekologinen rakennuttaminen osana 
jokapäiväistä toimintaa 
> Kestävä rakenta-
minen 
 
3 Pilaantuneiden maa-alueiden 
hallinnan kehittäminen 
Pilaantuneiden maa-alueiden hal-
linta osana normaaleja prosesseja 
> Pilaantuneet 
maa-alueet 
 
4 Sisäilmaongelmakohteiden 
hallinta 
Sisäilmaongelmakohteiden hallin-
nan kehittäminen reaktiivisesta 
proaktiiviseksi toiminnaksi 
> Sisäilma 
 
5 Verkostojohtamisen kehittä-
minen 
Verkostojohtaminen hyvällä mallilla 
Senaatti-kiinteistössä 
> Toimitusketjun 
hallinta 
 
6 Tilatehokkuuden parantami-
nen 
Tilat ja palvelut tukevat asiakkaan 
turvallista toimintaa 
> Kustannusteho-
kas toiminta 
 
          
   vuoden 2015 tavoitteet saavutettu 
   vuoden 2015 tavoitteet saavutettu osittain 
   vuoden 2015 tavoitteita ei saavutettu 
 
Table 9. Senaatti color coding. Source: http://yhteiskuntavastuuraportti2015.senaatti.fi/kestava-
toiminta/yhteiskuntavastuun-johtaminen/yhteiskuntavastuuohjelmat     
Ford materiality matrix 
An attractive way to evaluate the relevance of sustainability aspects and communicate it to the public 
is used by Ford and is called ”materiality matrix”  (Figure 43) and has been constructed based on stake-
holders dialogue and identification of their concerns. Materiality does not refer to materials but to how 
important some issues are for stakeholders. The more important it is, the more material. 
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Figure 43. Materiality matrix at Ford 
 
A similar method of evaluating the significance of sustainability issues is used by Fiat and is called 
“materiality diagram” (see 2.2.3). 
An example of the content of one box in the materiality matrix is introduced in Figure 44 below. 
 
 
Figure 44. Details of materiality matrix at Fiat. Source: http://corporate.ford.com/microsites/sustainability-
report-2013-14/blueprint-materiality-matrix.html.  
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6.5 Documenting the life cycle approach of products  
6.5.1 The case of Kinnarps 
Kinnarps follows the life cycle approach to document its products (see Figures 45, 46 and 47). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45. Life cycle approach for Kinnarps products (1). Source: http://www.kinnarps.com/en/Internatio-
nal/InteriorSolutions/Sustainability/  
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Figure 46. Life cycle approach for Kinnarps products – details (2) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47. Life cycle approach for Kinnarps products – details (3) 
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6.5.2 The case of Airbus 
 “How is an aircraft build?” – this is a web section where different stages of building the craft are 
introduced along with pictures and brief explanations (see Figure 48). This is not currently linked to 
sustainability but it would make an interesting journey to follow how sustainability links to each stage 
of the manufacturing process (including pre- and post- stages). 
 
 
Figure 48. Following the making of an aircraft at Airbus. Source: http://www.airbus.com/company/aircraft-
manufacture/how-is-an-aircraft-built/  
6.5.3 A theoretical framework for a life cycle analysis in the construction sector 
A life cycle approach would link sustainability issues to each stage of the production process, from the 
moment of extracting raw materials to the moment of disposing the product. This is how a life cycle 
approach would document each stage of the production process in the case of the construction indus-
try, as exemplified in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49. Life cycle analysis in the construction sector. Source: Asdrubali, F., Baldassarri, C. and Fthenakis, V. 
(2013), Life cycle analysis in the construction sector: Guiding the optimization of conventional Italian build-
ings, Energy and Buildings, 64: 73-89.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
There are multiple benefits from engaging in sustainability as introduced in chapter 6. Many industries 
are already engaging in sustainability actions as chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 indicate. 
This report suggests that a life cycle approach could be a feasible path to follow in implementing 
sustainability, especially in the case of complex products as the ones in shipbuilding industry. Some of 
the reasons for taking such an approach are outlined here. First, it makes visible how sustainability links 
with different stages of the product life cycle. This can be used by the shipbuilding company itself to 
understand which sustainability aspects are significant at different stages of the shipbuilding life-cycle 
and it is also valuable knowledge for the business partners involved in the industry. Second, agreeing 
on a set of core sustainability indicators for each stage provides a common language for all actors in-
volved in the sector of shipbuilding in order to better implement sustainability. Third, life cycle ap-
proach in shipbuilding industry is an emerging tool, with potential to provide competitive advantage to 
those engaging with it in an early stage. 
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